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Game ID:

Game Type:

RTP:

Volatility:

Payout Mechanic:

Max Win Multiplier: 

Hit Frequency:

Min Bet:

Max Bet:

LightningJungle

Video Slot

87.24%, 94.08%, 96.07%

Medium

234 Ways

9,016 x bet

33.26%

€0.20

€20.00

Features

- Lightning Game Hold the Cash
- Respin
- Wild
- Scatter

Game Info

Join the adventure of a lifetime and venture deep into the jungle with the first release in the Samurai Studios 
series by SwinttStudios: Lightning Jungle Hold the Cash. With its stunning graphics and captivating soundtrack, 
this game will immerse you in a world of exotic animals, lush vegetation, and hidden treasures.

But what really sets Lightning Jungle apart are its two main features: Lightning Game and Respin. When six 
scatter symbols appear on the reels, the Hold the Cash feature is triggered, launching players into the Lightning 
Game. During this feature, three free spins are awarded, and any scatter symbols that appear will stay in place 
throughout the feature, increasing the chances of hitting big payouts.

Lightning Jungle also offers the Respin feature. Whenever a scatter symbol lands in the middle row of reel 5, 
it will be duplicated onto the adjacent area, triggering three respins. 

Start spinning the reels and see if you have what it takes to survive in the jungle and win big with 
Lightning Jungle Hold the Cash!

Lightning Jungle Hold the Cash

Lightning Game – Hold the Cash

6 or more Scatter symbols will trigger the Lightning Game where 3 Free Spins are awarded. 
All symbols except the Black symbol will be held in the same position until the feature ends. 
The 5x3 reel at the bottom is the Primary Reel, and the additional 5x3 reel at the top is the 
Secondary Reel. If the Extra Reels are not filled, only the Primary Reel is available at the start 
of the Lightning Game. All the prizes will double if the either the Primary Reel or Secondary 
Reel is filled at the end of the Lightning Jungle.

Respin

When a Scatter symbol lands on the middle row of reel 5, it will be copied onto the area next 
to the Extra Reels and 3 respins will be triggered. The copied Scatter will shift 1 position to 
the left on each spin, and the Respins will continue until the Scatter symbol disappears from 
the Extra Reels.
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